Abstract. The numbers k\ ± 1 for k = 2(1)100, and 2-3-5 • • • p ± 1 for p prime, 2 g p S 307, were tested for primality. For k = 2(1)30, factorizations of k\ ± 1 are given.
In this note, we present the results of an investigation of fc! ± 1 and 2-3-5 • • • p ± 1. An IBM 1130 computer was used for all computations.
A number N of one of these forms was first checked for primality by computing that N is composite. On the other hand, if it was found that bN~x m 1 (mod AO, then the primality of N was established using one of the following two theorems, both due to Lehmer [1] . No composite numbers N of these forms were found which passed the above test. Values of k such that kl -1 is prime, 2 g k g 100 Values of p such that 2-3-5 ■ • ■ p -\ is prime, 2 £ p < 307 l_ö_ 3  2  5  3  11  8  13  3  1  28  3 Previous results for primality as given by Sierpinski [2] include all k g 26 in the case k\ + I, and k ^ 22 and k = 25 in the case kl -1. Kraitchik [3] gives factorizations of kl + 1 for k ^ 22 and fe! -1 for fc ^ 21, as well as factorizations of For N = Ä:! ± 1, 2 g, fc g 30, N composite, a variety of methods were used to find the prime factors of N. Trial division to 10s or so was tried first, and the prime factors discovered by this method were eliminated. The number remaining, say L, was then checked by computing bL~l (mod L), as previously described. If b1"1 ?£ 1 (mod L), then L was factored by expressing it as the difference of two squares [4] 
